I am a homeowner that wishes to have rooftop solar and I oppose the net metering changes.

The proposed changes would basically preclude ordinary citizens from being able to generate their own electricity. The ability for citizens to be able to invest in their own rooftop solar systems that will provide a clean, renewable form of energy while paying the current, reasonable amount of overhead fees should not be changed. In fact, I wonder why commercial solar operations receive a better deal than ordinary citizens. And why large commercial customers are charged lower kilowatt rates than ordinary citizens.

Rooftop solar systems generate clean, renewable energy without fracking issues, without wasting our valuable water, without polluting our air and with virtually no investment by the energy companies for this new source of power. Indeed, the investment risk is on the shoulders of the homeowners. This proposal would decrease the home value for every homeowner that invested in rooftop solar and would virtually preclude new investments of rooftop solar.

Where will utility companies get new sources of energy in the future? What are the fiscal costs of doing that as well as the environmental and associated health costs?

The state of Arizona can lead in transitioning to a new energy future or it can protect entrenched interests and fall behind. Please protect the rights of individual homeowners/investors who are already taking a considerable risk to provide clean, renewable energy that benefits everyone.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment.
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